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Layout Name: Emley Lane 
Scale/Gauge: 4mm scale / 16.5mm gauge / OO  
Size: 2800x460mm 
Era/region: 1970’s to 1990’s, North East 
Location: Fictitious Industrial Layout 
 
Emley Lane is a British Outline, Modern Image, OO Gauge, 4mm scale layout, with 16.5 
mm track.   
 
It is a small industrial area on the edge of a North East Town that can be set between the 
mid 1970’s and the mid 1990’s. Rail served industries include ‘Badger Storage’, ‘Jackson 
Engineering’, the ‘Emley Chemical Reprocessing Terminal’ and ‘S&M Craneage’ which 
provides overhead craneage facilities. There is also ‘Kirton & Perkins Master Shoemakers’ 
which is not rail served and ‘Margie’s Café’ a typical greasy spoon establishment. This was 
‘Fiona’s Café’ but is now ‘Under New Management’. 
 
The layout comprises two identical 1400 x 460 boards, a main scenic board which can be 
set up by itself at home which incorporates a ‘5-3-3 Inglenook Shunting Puzzle’ so that I 
can ‘just play trains’ and a storage sidings board. 
 
Track and turnouts are Peco code 100 but have been made more prototypical by increasing 
the sleeper spacing to 10mm, correct for 4mm scale. The layout has been wired so that it 
can be operated as DC or DCC. For DCC a Bachmann E-Z Command Centre is used. For 
DC an Orbit Supertroller or Fleischmann MT controller is used. Points are operated by 
‘wire in tube’ which incorporate a switch that changes the frog polarity. 
 
Loco’s are all ‘off-the-shelf’ and are mainly Bachmann, Hornby and Heljan. Rolling stock is 
again ‘off-the-shelf’ and is mainly Bachmann with a few Hornby, Dapol and Oxford, with a 
few kit built wagons. All stock has been weathered where necessary and fitted with small 
tension lock couplings. It is operated by the ‘Big Hand from the Sky’. 
 
All buildings are scratch built using downloadable printed kits and brick papers from the 
internet, however no buildings have been built as intended, they have all been heavily 
modified to suit their location.  
  
For the over enthusiastic ‘experts’ who comment on the layout not being in line with their 
thinking, to help them understand, I have included the following note at the front of the 
layout: ‘IT DID IN MY WORLD’. 


